
2022 Los Angeles Award Winner ~ Travel & Leisure Category 
The Ultimate Underground Experience  
& The Uncle Earl Present 
GROOVY JAM SESSIONS # 81 
 
"TO UKRAINE WITH LOVE" 
Featuring  
Set 1 
MAX POLLYUL (Ukraine) 
Set 2 
DJ PARTOH (Kenya) 
* 
FRI 3.4.22 
SAT 3.5.22 
1pm & 7pm (PST) 
4pm & 10pm (EST) 
TUNE IN: www.KLEDLive.com 
* 
MAX POLLYUL 
DJ, Remixer, Sound Producer and Promoter. Working in electronic music since 1999. Founder of PLLL: Label, Music Festival and 
Audio School. Released on Boshke Beats Records, Horns and Hoofs Entertainment, Deeplimit  Label and more. Main styles: 
Techno, Tech House, House, Breakbeat, Electro. 
 
Born in one of the most advanced cities of Ukraine, Dnipro, has become interested in electronic music nearly from his birth, in 
the late nineties his interest grew into a passion for sound design and production. After long searches and experiments, Max 
developed his own formula sound with wide spectrum of emotional atmospheric content.  
Looking at today's music with a wide perception of the new futuristic forms of arrangements and sound design.  
 
Sometimes you can capture a fleeting snapshot of styles, which he uses to create musical metaphors and to highlight that in his 
discography Pollyul preference multifaceted aesthetics. In this list there is one feature, though the author drifts among music 
flow with the smoothness and elegance, he goes through the physical and acoustic structure suddenly appears and disappears. 
And with an accuracy sometimes difficult to understand what will happen next, but it's clear that it will be qualitatively and 
interesting.  
 
Supported by Troy Pierce (Minus), Anthony Parasole (Ostgut Ton, Dekmantel), Timo Maas (Cocoon), Agaric (Drumcode, 
Ovum), Cio D'or (Prologue, Time to Express), Pole Folder (Reworck, Bedrock), Robert Miles (S:Alt), Jesse Perez (Mr. Nice Guy, 
Hot Creations) and many more. 
* 
DJ PARTOH 
Born in Nairobi, Kenya 
Has a smart, fashionable appearance and he possesses an extensive collection of the latest and most popular music files. He has 
a keen personal interest in different genres of music and can also keep to a very tight timing schedule.  
 
He was employed by Global Linkz Radio as a RADIO DJ from June 2010 – December 2015. It’s an online radio station based in 
Maryland in the USA. He also works part time on the weekends in various nightclubs, playing a variety of music from 70's & 80's 
to modern urban music and any other requests by the listeners. 
 
DJ Partoh has a friendly, confident and outgoing personality. With an extensive knowledge of the music industry , he can mix 
House, EDM, R&B/Hip Hop and Dancehall. He has a comprehensive knowledge of DJ equipment, speakers, lights & decks and an 
excellent knowledge of vinyl & CD turntables, microphones, amplifiers & sound mixers. 
 
Love Offering$ Greatly Appreciated! 
CashApp - $LacyDPhillips 
PayPal.me/LacyDarrylPhillips 
* 
#theuncleearl #groovyjamsessions #radio #dj #celebritynews #producer #music #awardwinner #12thanniversary #broadcast 


